


Activity Report

Name of Event: International Webinar held on 6th July 2020

Topic - “Academics vs Industry: Choosing the Right Path”.
Invited Speaker: Dr. Sudipta Pal,

Research Scientist
Intellisyn Pharma
Montreal, Canada

Date: 06/07/2020
Time: 11.00am to 12.30pm
Webinar Platform: Zoom Cloud Meeting Platform
Organised by: Department of Chemistry, under the DBT-Star College Strengthening Scheme,
Govt of India.
Number of participants: 804
Summary: The webinar started with the inaugural lecture by our Principal, Dr. Indranil Kar,
followed by the speaker’s introduction. The lecture was attended by 804 participants including
undergraduate, postgraduate Research scholar and faculty members of different colleges,
universities and research institutes. The esteemed speaker delivered his lecture on choosing
right the carrier movement over the academics or industry field. He also discussed where to
move their carrier on the pandemic situation and after completed their graduation. He clearly
explained the carrier opportunities between academia and industry through the several pathways.
He even answered all the questions raised by the participants in the question answer session and
promised to do the needful guidance for the undergraduate and postgraduate students in future
correspondences. So it is more motivational and interesting speech which would be help most of
student for choosing their carrier right action between academia and industry.
The speaker was formally given the vote of thanks by Dr. Suchandra Chatterjee, IQAC Convenor
and DBT-Star Coordinator for her valuable lecture. All the participants had submitted the
feedback form and received the participating certificates in due course of time.
The lecture was full of core concepts giving a panoramic idea of the entire pathogenesis pathway
and the defense mechanism adapted by the plant against the process. The webinar proved to be
engaging and enriching for all the participants and paved the path for the engagement of many
such informative presentations to be organized in future.

YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYnvdRPIzMY
Event Flyer: https://sites.google.com/view/chemistrysnc/home
Sample Certificate:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pa6cq6-U2SRqFoxFTOek4q68BGYPnnDM/view?usp=sharing
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Organised by

Department of Chemistry

Under DBT-Star College Strengthening Scheme (Govt. of India)

(Dept. of Zoology, Chemistry, Botany & Physics)

Surendranath College, 24/2 M. G. Road, Kolkata-700009

This is to certify that Dr. Harisadhan Ghosh of Surendranath College has participated in the

International Webinar entitled “Academics vs Industry: Choosing the Right Path” on 6th July, 2020.

Certificate ID:  SNC/DBT-STAR/CHEM/200706/0004


